Interval calculus is a relatively new branch of mathematics. Initially understood as a set of tools to assess the quality of numerical calculations (rigorous control of rounding errors), it became a discipline in its own rights today. Interval methods are useful whenever we have to deal with uncertainties, which can be rigorously bounded. Fuzzy sets, rough sets and probability calculus can perform similar tasks, yet only the interval methods are able to (dis)prove, with mathematical rigor, the (non)existence of desired solution(s). Known are several problems, not presented here, which cannot be effectively solved by any other means.
with an extra condition for division: 0 / ∈ Y .
In computer realization we have to take care of proper rounding of every intermediate result in order to preserve the property that the final results are guaranteed. The appropriate rounding is called outward or directed rounding, i.e. Y must be always rounded down ('towards −∞') and Y has to be rounded up ('towards +∞'). This is achieved either in hardware, by proper switching back and forth the processor's rounding mode (still rare), or in software as simulated rounding (majority of existing software packages).
Intervals as sets. Since intervals are sets, it is possible to carry typical set operations on them. For example we can consider the intersections of intervals, like Y = X 1 ∩ X 2 . However, the intersection of two disjoint intervals is an empty set! This shows the necessity of considering the empty interval as a legitimate member of the set IR. It is usually denoted as ∅ and in machine representation should be, for many reasons, expressed as [INF, −INF ], where INF is the largest machine-representable positive number.
Unfortunately, the union of two intervals is not always an interval. Instead, we can define the interval hull of two arbitrary intervals (or of any other subset of R as well) as the smallest interval containing them both:
There is no problem with checking whether X ⊂ Y (or X ⊆ Y ).
It is worth to mention that addition and multiplication of intervals are both commutative: X ⋄ Y = Y ⋄ X, and associative:
However, it is surprising that in general the following holds:
(and not just equality!) i.e. the multiplication is only subdistributive with respect to addition. We can also see, that using the same variable more than once (here: X), in rational expression, leads inadvertently to the overestimation of the final result. This phenomenon is known under the name of dependency problem. This property, together with the lack of good order in IR (IR is only partially ordered set (poset)) makes conversion of ordinary computer programs into their interval equivalents not a straightforward task. 
II. Interval functions
An obvious requirement for the good interval substitute F of the real-valued function f is following
We would call such an F (X) a range function for f . The explicit construction of range function may be difficult, so we often work with the so called inclusion or inclusive functions. These are not unique, but any such function satisfies
F is also called an interval extension for f . Note, that:
• F may be 'broader' than the range function, i.e. it usually overestimates the range of function f , and
• there is no explicit specification how large (or small) this overestimation can be. The most desirable are the so called monotonic inclusion functions, i.e. such inclusion functions, which additionally satisfy the implication
∀x ∈ X more properly formulated as
This is only possible for functions, which are everywhere continuous. Shortly one can say that range functions and monotonically inclusive functions produce thin intervals for thin arguments, while functions, which are only inclusive generally return 'true' (i.e. non-degenerate) intervals -even if their arguments are thin.
Example:
Let f (x) = sign x = +1 when x > 0 0 when x = 0 −1 when x < 0 The range function corresponding to sign is:
and one of its many inclusion functions may be given as
while no monotonically inclusive function exists for this case, since the original function is discontinuous.
Important remark. The value of the range function for argument X should be calculated only for 
III. Interval-oriented algorithms
As George Corliss pointed out, usual (i.e. non-interval) algorithms only rarely are a good starting point for interval oriented ones. The vast majority of work done so far was concentrated on optimization problems and on solving systems of algebraic equations in many variables. There are remarkable results achieved in this field with interval version of Newton method being the most honored.
The typical example of interval methods is the algorithm due to Ramon E. Moore and Stieg Skelboe, which belongs to the class of 'divide and bound' algorithms. Suppose our task is to find the global minimum of a real-valued function f of n variables over the box
The initial step is to construct an interval extension F for the function f . The algorithm operates on the list of n-dimensional boxes, L, which initially contains the only element, a pair: the box V 0 and the interval F (V 0 ). We will also need a real number, f test , initially equal to ↑f (any x ∈ V 0 ) or just F (V 0 ). The outline of the rest of algorithm, in pseudo code, follows:
do while diameter of the first box on the list L exceeds some predefined value pick the first element V and its bounds
The operation '↑' means round the next number up. The algorithm continuously 'grinds' boxes on the list L, making them smaller and smaller. Some of them disappear forever. At exit we can say that the global minimizer(s) x ⋆ , such that f (x ⋆ ) = min x∈V 0 f (x), is (are) contained with certainty in the union of all the boxes still present on L. Numerous variants of the above algorithm do exist for less general cases, for example, when f is differentiable almost everywhere in V 0 . It is absolutely essential, from the performance point of view, to get rid of 'bad' (sub)boxes as early as possible. And the reason is clear: to test all subboxes, which are twice smaller than V 0 (in each direction), it is necessary to consider up to 2 n of them. The properties of f and its interval extension F as well, can influence the speed of convergence, which may be arbitrarily slow.
Due to space limitations, we have to stop here with this introductory course. More, and most likely better, materials can be found in the web [1] . The excellent starting point, with pointers to other valuable sites, is also [2]. Those, who prefer classical forms are encouraged to see the book [3] .
IV. Where are we today?
Interval analysis started as a part of numerical analysis, devoted mainly to automatic verification of computer-generated results. The four basic arithmetic operations were everything what was needed for this purpose. There were two goals in front of researchers and users of interval calculus:
• to obtain guaranteed bounds for results in every case, and • to make every possible effort to have those bounds as tight as possible. They are still important, therefore better and better methods for construction of inclusion functions are discussed. Besides naive (natural) expressions we have at our disposal mean value theorem, Lipschitz forms, centered forms, and -recently -Taylor centered forms. After (re)discovering various old theorems, and proving new ones, it became clear, that interval methods, mostly those based on fixed point theorems, have enormous power to prove or disprove, with mathematical rigor, the existence of solutions to nonlinear systems of equations. As a complete surprise we learned that some problems, thought hopeless, can be successfully attacked with interval methods, while no other method apply.
Two kinds of research activity is visible today:
• introduction of interval methods into other branches of 'hard' science, like physics, astronomy or chemistry, as well as into engineering and business everyday practice
• establishing connections with other branches of pure and applied mathematics like, for example, fuzzy set theory, mathematical statistics and others.
The first area is 'easy'. Just learn, implement and use. Continuously increasing computing power makes interval calculations feasible and acceptable, regardless that they are usually 8-20 times slower than their regular floating-point counterparts. This is no longer a serious problem. Commercial and free software is also easily available.
The second kind of activity goes much deeper. New ideas are emerging, interval methods inspire specialists from other fields. One can clearly notice gradual shift of interest into, generally speaking, imprecise probability theory. Practical consequences are important in environmental protection, risk analysis, robotics, fuzzy sets theory and applications, experimental data processing, quality control, electric power distribution, constraint propagation, logic programming, differential equations -to name a few.
V. New paradigms in experimental sciences
Parameter identification in engineering and data fitting in experimental sciences are code words for nearly the same thing. The task of reconstruction of values of unknown parameters, given experimental observations, lies at the heart of the so called inverse problems.
The problem is usually formulated as follows:
given:
• N observations y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y N ,
• taken for the corresponding values x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N of the control variable x,
• depending additionally on p unknown parameters a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a p , p < N • and the mathematical model, f (x, y, a) = 0, relating y's with x's and with the constant vector a find the numerical values of all parameters a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a p .
There is a bunch of, more or less standard, approaches to this problem, especially, when the relation f (x, y, a) = 0 is simply a function y = f (x, a) . The most popular are: least squares method (LSQ), least absolute deviations (LAD) and maximum entropy methods (MEM). All they are based on finding the absolute (global) minimum of the appropriately chosen functional. We would like to find the most appropriate set of unknown parameters, which is also the minimizer of such a functional. It is obvious, that the final result may vary, depending on which functional shall be used.
Let us now present the interval-type approach to this very problem. We will replace minimization procedure by solution of suitable constraint satisfaction problem. Both the x's and y's, due to unavoidable experimental uncertainties, should be treated as intervals containing the (unknown) true value. We will assume, that those intervals are indeed guaranteed, i.e. they contain the true values of control variables, and measured results respectively, with probability equal exactly to 1. We will search not for the most likely values of unknown parameters a, but for their possible values instead. For example, when fitting the straight line (extension for more complicated cases is immediate) y = a x + b, (parameters a = (a, b) ), we will consider the set of relations:
In geometrical interpretation the above means that the straight line with slope in the interval a and intercept in the interval b, both yet unknown, passes through every 'uncertainty rectangle' x i × y i , i = 1, 2, . . . N. In purely algebraic terms:
This way the data themselves and their uncertainties, with no additional assumptions, determine the intervals for possible values of unknown parameters a and b. Such a possibility was first pointed out by Walster [4] in 1988. To discover the intervals a and b we will use the following procedure: 1. start with initial box V = (a, b) such that all inequalities (1) are possibly satisfied somewhere within V but certainly not on their faces. 2. working with V ′ , the exact copy of V , and using box slicing algorithm, obtain its new version taking into account all the inequalities a x j + b ≤ y j only.
working with V
′′ , another exact copy of V , and using box slicing algorithm again, obtain its new version when only the inequalities a x j + b ≥ y j are all satisfied.
The last step illustrates very important and often used rule of interval calculations: if the result can be obtained on more than one way -do so and take the intersection of partial results as the final one. Sometimes at this step V ′ ∩ V ′′ will be empty. If this ever happens, then we can be sure, that there are no solutions within the initial box V . This may mean one of two things:
• either our data set contains one or more outliers, or • our mathematical model (f ) is inadequate, the theory is invalidated by present observations.
The box slicing algorithm, reducing p-dimensional initial box V , is given below. Explicitly shown is the phase called slicing from the left. Slicing from the right is obtained using comments (surrounded by '/*' and '*/' pair) instead of original text in lines marked as 2, 5 and 7. The complete algorithm consists of both phases, applied in any order.
1: for j = 1 to p do 2:
consider box
if success then V ← V \ V The ideas expressed here are closely related to the ones described in [6] , [7] , however they go much further: instead of producing just the interval version of well known least squares procedure, like in [8] , we have developed completely different approach, much stronger. There are, of course, some drawbacks:
• the correlations between searched parameters are lost, and • the relations of our method with the familiar confidence level and other statistical terms are still to be determined. Probably the famous Chebyshev inequality will be the only effective tool for this purpose. And what are the advantages? Well, several:
• no assumptions are made concerning the distributions of experimental uncertainties, in particular they need not to be gaussian (Ockham's razor principle at work),
• the results are always valid, no matter whether the experimental uncertainties are 'small' or not,
• it is easy to reliably identify outliers in collected data, • uncertainties in both variables are handled naturally and easily, • more data usually means less wide intervals for the searched parameters, in full accordance with common sense,
• possibly no solution will be obtained, if some uncertainties are underestimated, deliberately or otherwise,
• reliable bounds for searched parameters (their accuracies) are produced automatically, without the need for additional analysis. They are directly and precisely related to input uncertainties.
It is interesting to note, that in [5] [b] we have found an example, when the 'most likely' least squares estimates for a and b are outside the bounds produced by our box slicing algorithm.
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VII. Historical note
First traces of 'interval thinking' might be attributed to Archimedes from Syracuse, Greece (287-212 b.c.), famous physicist and mathematician, who found two-sided bounds for the value of a number π: 3 
